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JoS always had a policy of not spending our time to even address non serious people online or those who don't matter for Satanism in general.

Joy of Satan leads - we are the leaders in Satanism online. For this reason, even people who fundamentally do not like us, tend to read on our material with great care. Most of the time, this can be done for good or nefarious purposes and intentions, to learn, or to hate and detract. Some go as far as to steal this material. And so on.

The Joy of Satan, has always been generous, and it's position where it is, is because we have provided true, open, verifiable, and actual information. This was Satan's Will and it was done. This is why we have also had all this success, which other Satanists can like, dislike, envy, respect or disrespect.

It is, what it is.

Recently, some member posted yet another video of yet another 'Satanist' online, who has taken on themselves, the valiant and glorious arguments [most of these go around for decades, we are bored of them] against the Joy of Satan.

None of them made sense in any objective fashion. Most of it is also idle repetitions that have been done over many years, which are generally a package of "JoS haters" arguments, that only revolve around disliking the Joy of Satan, oftentimes because of other interests or individual reasoning.

But we are used to this. As most of these arguments, if they stood by logical fashion, and they weren't more of the usual "but I feel like I know better", they would have arguable substance.

The intention of the video, was basically explained in the first 2 minutes, and it is always the same, below expectations, type of arguing that takes place.

People just have an issue with the Joy of Satan for being the most long-term Satanic Organization and the biggest online, and so on, they feel like we steal the customers of scammers, imposters, and other similar individuals who have offered nothing to Satan unless it's confusion.

Most arguments against the Joy of Satan are not these of an actual, argument character, based on logic or fallacy, but it's about different "moral values" and other similar pointless evaluations. These valuations are at odds even with themselves most of the time, and what a Satanist is supposed to mean, not by JoS standards, but by all Satanic standards.
One problem these people have is what they refer to as "The JoS is Antisemitic", as if that is evil. If this is evil, they fail to explain why this is evil, other than virtue signalling and using lines that are frequently heard by many people nowadays on the subject.

Tell me, since one is a Satanist, and they understand that one can go contrary to popular accepted notions and 'morals' - if the information and objective reality, at least on our research, points out to the collective of the Jews, as a danger to Satanism - what is so morally wrong to actually dislike them, close our doors, or even more, demand that these people clear the space and allow Satanism to grow, which is in our interest to grow?

Even worse, the above reveals the following: the moral valuation of this collapses unto itself, and it's reality is reliant only on one thing: whether or not this information about Jews is objective.

None of these individuals sat down, and even if they act like judges, they never took it on themselves to make a reasonable analysis on why a "Satanist", should in anyway, at least be wary or close out these influences that collectively we can call by many names: "Jewish, Hebrew, Abrahamic" and so on.

They try to make it seem, like any media outlet and deceitful person would, that we are randomly, out of the blue, beyond any logical grounding, against "Jews". This is the epitome of not only dishonesty, but also, it shows that these people are only emotionally and morally evaluating, and not thinking of the matter objectively.

You see, one can feel however they want about this subject. People can choose to ignore it. They can tell themselves, the Jews have done nothing wrong to Satan or the Demons, and they may go as far as the convenience of lying to themselves goes. They can be at ease with this emotional valuation of the situation.

Mages, Pagans, Witches, even New Agers, can make the same claims. They were the persecuted classes when the creations of Jews had full power onto this earth, but they can now live in permanent denial. More of the "Feel Good" arguing here presents itself.

We, we don't want to live in this denial, and we accept the actual inheritance of what it means to be a Satanist, with the inconvenient parts involved. Do I need to point to the Deuteronomy and other curses, in regards to the penalties that involve death in regards to "people like this"?

The striking majority of jews, lives by these rules for about 20 centuries, without a change in a letter to these rules. Nobody tells them it's "immoral", even if it's totally evil and proof of bottomless hatred to do so. Meanwhile, everyone tells us the moral fake talking, because we dislike their aeons long racist, supremacist, anti-magician, anti-logical, anti-Satanic, hatred.

And why do people see only one side of this coin? Because indeed, Jews do massively control the moral valuations of understanding that people make.
Nietzsche has explained this reality. Satanists who pretend to be smart, inquisitive, or into research, should read these works such as the "Anti-Christ" to understand what this means and how it has affected our civilizations for centuries. Not only ours, but those of the world at large.

It only comes down to objective reality, that one will understand if there is any point to our disdain with the Jews, or what we collectively call "Jewish, Hebraic, Abrahamic" and so on. Many "Satanists" do swear, and they are by definition, into ways parted to this moral standardization promoted by the enemy, yet many are still conditioned to think, to behave, and to defend it, even if they are enemies to it.

This, proves how subjected and mentally enslaved are by those in control. You unconsciously don't even criticize jews, because this is how deeply they have programmed everyone to not criticize them or look into disliking them as an objective choice, that one should be allowed to make out of their free will.

Jews after all, they have made their choice - their culture is about hating all other cultures in a very fundamental way, inscribed all over their books, litanies, prayers and curses. If anyone else does defend themselves from this, what is actually the negative thing?

Is not Satanism about justice, and practicing fundamental natural logic? Are there animals in nature that are attempted at a massacre and don't try to react to this or avoid it?

These people who deceitfully argue falsely that it's not jews that control this all, but if this was not the case, why is everyone enforced into believing into jewish lies since childhood, such as the lie of the Nazarene, or the lie of Islam borne out of the same historical lore?

Why were you brought up to worship a Jew from Nazareth, if this race of people, has not had any "influence" towards you, "Free-Thinker"?

Because these people do not have influence? No. Because they do have had, for centuries, a totalitarian influence over culture. That is why Satanists have to run worldwide and they are considered monsters. One can tell themselves any lie, but this is the reality.

History proves otherwise, and is contrarian to these emotional lies in regards to the matter. That is the objective, and factual Truth. While these people call themselves "Satanists", ignoring the fundamental and historical realities, one's argument cannot matter.

They ignore that all persecution, death, and attacks on Satan and the Gods, did emerge from jewish talmudic, torah, and abrahamic lore. It's these values that made this world into an unwelcome, threatening, or negative environment for Satanists, Witches, researchers of the spirit, even scientists.
These were the first, most violent, and most direct attacks Satan and the Pagan Gods have ever received, but also the collective spirit of what we call "Ancient Religions".

These later were transformed by other zealots to the main, Abrahamic "Religions", which used to kill people like these "Satanists" for centuries, over and over again, on the mere suspicion one was engaged into any of the "Forbidden arts".

The whole lore of the jews, is a counter culture to attack the Demons and Satan. Jewish culture says nothing else but that "Polytheism is invalid" and that everyone who does not believe in the singular interpretation of "God", deserves death and punishment.

This gave birth to social, political and living conditions. Before that, all of this was acceptable and part of society. After this, people were hunted like animals.

Nietzsche and other great thinkers to explain, that all of the jewish "culture", was essentially only a form of revenge against their "Rival Races", of people "Aryan", who were superior to them, and whom they had to socially compete.

Everyone who has read anything about jews, or even knows the absolute basics, does know that these people lived among Pagans in Spiritual Civilizations. All their books are heaps of curses, attacks, and defamation against these people and their Nations.

Jews formulated, because of their own hatred, all the slander, defamation, fear, against the Pagan Gods, the spiritual, and anything that went contrary to this, was destroyed by slaves that followed their programs.

These people, calling themselves 'Satanists', they don't have a problem with this all.

They never studied any history probably. Their whole justification is their emotion. In the case of jews who try to promote this lie, it's nothing but a self preservation mechanism - they are promoting in the Satanic Community exactly what will benefit jews themselves.

Maybe from some of these people, some are just dumb and/or don't possess a spirit of justice or cannot afford to ask questions.

Many also, being jews themselves, which would explain a lot of their profanity in what they call and try to define as Satanism, turning it to nothing but a bogus circus, or using it only as a proxy for a fast buck for a pointless book. According to these "Satanists", this behavior is "acceptable".

Another thing these people always tend to ignore, is that "by coincidence", the "powers that be", which are overwhelmingly controlled by people who are jews, into judaism, or the related religious affiliations where the whole river ends into the same jewish pond, do "happen" to have with-held, punished by death, or in the very
least, hidden, all information that deals with the "Devil" or "Satan", unless it
conformed to their own biblical dialectic.

Everything little that did survive in regards to "Satanism", and every "grimoire" that
survived, came out of jewish hands, or christians, teaching defiled practices that
disrespect and vilify the Gods? Most of which involve methods which could only
relate to torture, disrespect, slander, and attacks?

If one wants to call themselves a "Satanist", at least, unless one is a complete
pretender and/or does this for social reasons, it wouldn't be as illogical to accept
fundamental realities such as the above. Be this that this is lack of education
masking itself through spectacles of pointless superiority [another bogus behavior
by bogus Satanists] these people should study and learn.

And if one feels they are in allegiance with the "Dark Lord", they might as well take
seriously the threats that conspire for centuries to destroy all the legacy of the
wonderful spiritual path that is Satanism. Or they can sit on the sidelines and not
make judgements about matters that are superior to their understanding and
themselves.

We will keep fighting for our right to a safe world and environment for our practices
and existence, and also, we will keep fighting for Satanism, which will of course,
benefit many of those who are against us now.

We are not against other Satanists who seek to do the same - or who fight the
above aforementioned enemy in other forms, be these social or political. If one
decides for emotional reasons that one cannot accept the reality of the above, one
is lesser than the people that we want to reach.

We are also well aware, that many others do understand and espouse these views,
but privately, due to fear of persecution, death, or other forms of misfortune, further
validating our arguments.

We have nothing against efforts done on other levels, but we have a right to
consider them "lesser than" or simply not honest or meaningful enough. As far as
we go, these benefit Satan too, but not on the level which will cause an overturn of
the general worldwide hostility against Satan and Satanism.

We also retain the right, however, as the biggest and oldest Satanic organization of
the internet, the biggest in membership by the biggest comparison, and after having
helped hundreds of thousands of Satanists, to maintain our views in regards to the
aforementioned issues and to share them.
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